We prescnt a new algorithm for mutual information cstimation for image registration based on thc nearest ncighhor entropy estimator of Kozachcnko and Lconenko. We modify thc algorithm to he numerically robust and computationally eflicient, with optimal asymptotic complcxity O (NpixCl,ddi,,,). We propose two MI-hascd criteria exploiting thc high-dimcnsionality of thc tiatore space and show thcir effcctiveness in determining thc correct alignment evcn in difficult cases whcn classical criteria fail.
INTRODUCTION
Mutual information (MI) [ I , 21 is then the registration criterion of choice for multimodal image registration, for its ability to explore thc statistical dependency betwcen images not known a priori. However, the predominantly used histogram-based estimator makes the MI criterion usable only for features of very small dimensionality d, in most cases scalar pixel intensities are used.
We shall present an alternative entropy estimator, sufficiently accurate and computationally efficient even for much higher feature dimensions d, making feasible to use more powerful higher dimensionality features. Two examples of such high-dimensional MI criteria will he demonstrated, one based on color and other on pixel neighhorhoods.
IMAGE REGISTRATION
Given two images 3 and G', and a family of geometrical transformations', we search for a geometrical transformation T such that a warped test image = G' o T is as similar as possible tv a reference image 3 in the sense of maximizing an image similarity critcrion J . 
SSD and MI criteria
Onc of the simplest criteria is the (ncgative) sum of thc squared diffcrences (SSD):
where f(xt) and g(xi) arc intensity values ofiinagcs F a n d D o T at pixel locations x,. They can he scalars or vectors, e.g. for color images. The SSD criterion is simple, list, and optimal for i.i.d. Gaussian noise corruption.
If the dependence hctween thc image intensities is a priori unknown, MI criterion is normally used:
wherc H ( ) stands for adifferential entropy'of random vanahles F, G; pixel values fi = f(xi), .qi = g(xi) are assumcd to he rcalizations of F, G:
Higher dimensionality MI criteria
We propose to use more general and more powerful ddimensional feature vectors instead of using just simple scalar pixel values (d = 1) as in (2). Each sample vector fi will correspond to one spatial location xi. Let MI criteria when registering a color Mandrill image with itself ( Fig. Z) , to verify that all criteria work well in this simple case. We then modify the colors in one of the images (by increasing the saturation and brightness and rotating the colormap) and add some i.i.d. Gaussian noise to individual color components. This confuses the SSD criterion beyond usability and the standard MI is only slightly better, while the CoMI still provides correct and almost undisturbed results. We also observe that the uncertainty due to the stochastic character of the estimator (one standard devi- 
